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FOREWORD
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1. God Almighty always bless and guide the path of my life.
2. Both parents and my extended family who always give moral and materially, facilities and prayer and love without limits.
3. Mr. Suyanto EA, Ir, M. Sc as Project Supervisor who helped deliver many enter so I can complete the project properly.
4. Dean of the Faculty of Computer Science Catholic University of Semarang Soegijapranata Marlon Mr. Leong, S. Kom, and lecturer at the Faculty of Computer Science, Laboratory staff, and TU which has helped up to the author can complete his education at the Catholic University of Semarang Soegijapranata.
5. Friends who joined the project in the lab or not, my friends and all who have been petrified to give encouragement and enthusiasm that can not be mentioned one by one, so the author can complete the project. Thanks are due the authors say.

The author realized that this project report are still many shortcommings, because given the limited ability and knowledge of the authors.

Therefore the author expects criticism and constructive suggestions, so that in the preparation can then be better. Finally, the authors thank the report hopefully this project can provide benefits for the fellows students and everyone.

Semarang, January 12, 2012

Andreas Nugroho Adi Triyono
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ABSTRACT

In line with developments in information technology, network support equipment computer is still very necessary. The equipment was now a critical component in development of computer networks.

Router is one of the components on a computer network that is able to pass data through a network or the Internet to target, through a process known as routing. The router serves as a liaison between the two atu more networks to pass data from one network other in network.

Router's own high-priced and still difficult to reach by our society. Mikrotik Router is an inexpensive solution for those who need a reliable router with only with the standalone computer with the operating system of MikroTik. Therefore, the authors feel the need to discuss this thesis about the "Mikrotik Router OS STUDY OF THE USE AS A COMPUTER NETWORK ROUTER ON".

In this discussion, the author focuses on the use and configuration mikrotik Router OS.
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